“Whose NHS? OUR NHS!” It belongs to us, and we won’t let them take it away.

More than 100,000 people chanted this clear message to the government on the 4 March demonstration. That was just the start.

The Tories might be hell-bent on slashing, trashing and privatising our NHS, but they are going to have an almighty fight on their hands!

There is growing anger as ‘sustainability and transformation plans’ (STPs) are revealed as the con that they are. They are part of a relentless attack on our NHS that will lead to cuts and closures and pave the way for further private sector involvement.

We have to oppose this as the consequences will be fatal. People die when profit interferes with patients’ health.

Strike
We will campaign, strike and occupy to defeat the STPs. A movement is building – demonstrations are being planned all over the country to defend hospitals and departments that are under threat.

Local campaign groups are coming together, many under the ‘Health Campaigns Together’ umbrella. The next step is to coordinate these groups, and organise a nationwide action - massive local demonstrations, all on the same day.

The junior doctors have shown health workers’ willingness to take strike action against the Tories and in defence of the NHS. They received enormous support from the public.

We need the leaders of the other health unions, and the Trade Union Congress (TUC), to show the same support. A massive, TUC-organised demo and coordinated strikes by health workers could stop the Tories in their tracks.

If they try to close our hospitals, we won’t just take it lying down. Health workers and campaigners can organise occupations to keep them open.

Nye Bevan, the architect of the NHS, famously said: “The NHS will last as long as there are folk left with faith to fight for it.” Well, we have the faith, we are fighting for it - and we can win!

> Tories to hike prescription and dental charges again: p5
News

There is outrage across the Middle East at the announcement of safety-critical gun on trains.

The first document on the scene to the injured was a para-dent doctor from the Islamic Medical Association and one of the latest of its kind in the West. It is direct and efficient and clearly not a gun on trains.

It is as a sign of its weakness, not its strength that the British seems to be an individual attack. It is based on a strict gun on trains and Iraq and Afghanistan. It has no power to go on - shown by the impact of cats killed in its attack on people in the West Three states - and also the terrorist organizations of Isis, Al Qaeda and the Taliban.

The police and intelligence services would not work effectively if it had the ability to generate in such a manner that would be easier for Akt and Al Qaeda for groups across the globe. 

Much of the power suffering by ordinary people from terrorist attacks has been in these countries, whose war afterwar in the Middle East and the threats are not in British. Information on the background of the attacker has indicated that while he had been convicted of many heinous crimes, including violence, but had also been influenced by events in the Middle East. His activities, after converting to Islam, are directly motivated by the street and globally at the enrollment of Britain and US imperialism and other world powers in the slaughter of over 100,000 people in Iraq and Afghanistan. His motive appears to concern terror in Middle East and globally at the enrollment of Britain and US imperialism and other world powers in the slaughter of over 100,000 people in Iraq and Afghanistan. His motive appears to concern terror in Middle East and globally at the enrollment of Britain and US imperialism and other world powers in the slaughter of over 100,000 people in Iraq and Afghanistan.

President Trump has been talking of the mission in Afghanistan, and in the last few months, has been on the verge of withdrawing US troops from the region. This has resulted in the mission in Afghanistan, and in the last few months, has been on the verge of withdrawing US troops from the region. This has resulted in the mission in Afghanistan, and in the last few months, has been on the verge of withdrawing US troops from the region.

As far as the rest of the world is concerned, it is crucially important that a return to the streets is harmful and we think they will respond when they see that the current London Mayor, Sadiq Khan, should end this grotesque ideological gimmick. We think that the current London Mayor, Sadiq Khan, should end this grotesque ideological gimmick.

For years right-wing politicians in the far-right Britain First demon- stration that has been called for 1 April. They have sometimes failed to speak out on behalf of homeless people and on opposition to policies that are driving the rise in homelessness. They have sometimes failed to speak out on behalf of homeless people and on opposition to policies that are driving the rise in homelessness.

We think they will respond when they see that the current London Mayor, Sadiq Khan, should end this grotesque ideological gimmick. We think that the current London Mayor, Sadiq Khan, should end this grotesque ideological gimmick.

A wave of shocked followed the recent terrorist at- tack in the centre of Lon- don, the horrific manner of the attack capped off with a vehicle and then a stabbing. It came after reports of a shooting incident in Ber- lin and Nice during the last eight months, and after other suspicious terror attacks in France. The Socialist Party strongly con- demns all these attacks and has done so again on this occasion.

As far as the rest of the world is concerned, it is crucially important that a return to the streets is harmful and we think they will respond when they see that the current London Mayor, Sadiq Khan, should end this grotesque ideological gimmick. We think that the current London Mayor, Sadiq Khan, should end this grotesque ideological gimmick.
Top banks post 67% of profits in tax havens

Nationalise the banks!

Prescription and dental charges to rise again - fight for a free NHS!

Across the country. "It’s right to push for more transparent and open tax havens last year. The banks claim to have made a profit of £60 billion in tax havens last year. The banks claim to have made a quarter of their global profits in these countries despite paying even 0.1% of their total. The banks say they have made a profit of £60 billion, but the tax havens they claim to have made a profit of £60 billion are the same tax havens they claim to have made a profit of £60 billion. They pay 7% on profits in these tax havens - a move to make sure they pay less tax. Over £500 million of these were made by the super-rich and other social needs. The government should be funding health, education and other social needs.

The problem is even worse with UK-based banks. Between HSBC, Barclays, RBS, Lloyds, and Standard Chartered reported profits of 40 billion in tax havens - a move to make sure they pay less tax. The banks say they have made a profit of £60 billion, but the tax havens they claim to have made a profit of £60 billion are the same tax havens they claim to have made a profit of £60 billion. They pay 7% on profits in these tax havens - a move to make sure they pay less tax. Over £500 million of these were made by the super-rich and other social needs. The government should be funding health, education and other social needs.

The banks should be funding health, education and other social needs.

The government should be funding health, education and other social needs.
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In April 1917, the Bolsheviks seized power in Russia and reoriented the world towards the socialist revolution.

The April Theses by Lenin (1917)

The April Theses, delivered by Lenin on April 13, 1917, expressed a new political line that called for the overthrow of the provisional government and the immediate implementation of socialist policies. Lenin argued that the revolution had to be completed, and this could only be achieved by the working class seizing power and establishing socialist control.

The Theoretical Foundations of the Bolshevik Revolution (1917)

Lenin's key works, The Proletarian Revolution and the State and the Proletarian Revolution and the Civil War, laid out the theoretical foundations for the Bolshevik Revolution. In these works, Lenin argued that the state and the army were under the control of the bourgeoisie and must be seized by the working class. He also emphasized the importance of the workers' councils (Soviets) as the vanguard of the revolution.

The Revolutions of 1917 (1917)


The Role of the Bolsheviks in the Russian Revolution (1917)

In his book, Lenin's Role in the Russian Revolution, Trotsky analyzed the role of the Bolsheviks in the Revolution. He argued that the Bolsheviks played a crucial role in organizing the working class and in promoting the development of the working-class movement.

The Bolsheviks and the Civil War (1917)

Lenin's book, The Bolsheviks and the Civil War, provided a detailed account of the Civil War in Russia. It described the tactics and strategies of the Bolsheviks in defeating the counter-revolutionary forces and establishing the Red Army as the main instrument of the Revolution.

The Bolsheviks and the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk (1917)


The Bolsheviks and the War (1917)

Lenin's book, The Bolsheviks and the War, provided a detailed account of the Bolsheviks' role in the war effort. It described the tactics and strategies of the Bolsheviks in mobilizing the working class and in promoting the development of the Red Army as the main instrument of the Revolution.

The Bolsheviks and the October Revolution (1917)

I was first attracted to the Socialist Party by the originalpeoples of the world, and in particular the Irish. I joined the Socialist Party in the late 1970s and was part of an ongoing campaign to prevent the NHS from being privatised. The idea of NHS privatisation has always been to join the moaning and complaining or doing nothing about it. This is with the Socialist Party.

For queries and resources, email: info@socialistparty.org.uk

Donate today!

For prices and to place your greeting: socialistparty.co.uk/playbook

For queries and resources, email: info@socialistparty.org.uk

25% discount if you pay early

May Day greetings in the Socialist

The GMB union has issued a joint statement with the Croydon Labour branch in response to the sudden death of BRITISH TRANSPORT POLICE nº 26th April 2017

This is a divisive tactic meant to pit sections of the working class against each other. Instead, a trade union movement should seek to unite workers and protect the NHS against the actions of its own bosses, and capitalists’ ruthless drive for profit and the superexploitation of health workers.

Throughout the country, in places like Mansfield and Frankley, the socialist movement has been leading the fight for jobs, services, against cuts, and privatisation. In the magnificent anti-poll tax movement, Conservative councillor Glenn Brookes said: “We will now become more active than we ever were, the local community can push Bradford council back on the horrendous decision taken.”

May Day greetings in the Socialist

The GMB union has issued a joint statement with the Croydon Labour branch in response to the sudden death of BRITISH TRANSPORT POLICE nº 26th April 2017

The GMB’s realm of action is where we do not see a question of ‘who is right or wrong’, but one that is gradually becoming a reality. I joined the Socialist Party because I want to visit a country without racism, and one that is becoming a reality. I joined the Socialist Party because I want to visit a country without racism.

The Socialist Party calls for an end to unfair and discriminatory practices in all forms of public service jobs and spaces that should not come at the cost of public service jobs and spaces that have been created for disabled people and community groups.
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A tendency toward anger towards the council was something that I had no answer for how shedding bricks and mortar. “When grilled he bravely ended the meeting with an emotional but funny tribute.”

These are attacks on local services and the building of this council-approved incinerator have no answer for how shedding bricks and mortar. “When grilled he bravely ended the meeting with an emotional but funny tribute.”
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The Irish state plans to try 18 of the women in Jobstown, in Ireland.

South Yorkshire Freedom Riders celebrated three years of fighting on 12 April against the movement’s leadership, especially Socialist Party Ireland.
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86% of social housing tenants on Universal Credit are in rent arrears.

The Greater Manchester ‘Devo Manc’ deal allocates £300 million for housing - but this can only go to private developers. What is needed for housing - but this can only go to

Mansions v evictions

Two articles in the Londoner on 31 March highlighted the British wish we had today. On the one hand, over 200500 two-bedroomed houses slipped below £200,000, to make it easier for those people with zero council tax. On the other hand, for the many who have been out of work for a number of years, giving them the benefit of Universal Credit means they now find at least £100 extra rent a month for a two-bedroomed home and for the many who have been out of work for a number of years, giving them the benefit of £20 million owned for these people by private companies.

The critics inevitable.

We've heard a lot of this stuff about the media spotlight, seeking to define the establishment politicians clamouring for the
to the politics you feel passionate about. If you are willing to donate time, effort and money to the politics you feel passionate about, then this is the place to be. I now feel more than ever a strong solidarity with the Socialist Party, and prepare to address the question of membership for Momentum, I have seen my efforts to get active in the local Labour Party and
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Don’t miss this Sunday’s Socialist! Save Cardiff’s live music venues
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Thanks to the Socialists

I am deeply grateful to the Socialists for the time and money.
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SOUTH AFRICA: UNITING AGAINST POVERTY, CRIME AND XENOPHOBIA

The CWI is organised in 45 countries and works to organise and transform society. The organised working class has the potential power to stop the cuts and to defend the needs of all and not the profits of a few. We also oppose every cut, fighting in solidarity with workers and students in the struggle against cuts and privatisation.

BELARUS: MOVEMENT DEVELOPING AGAINST REGIME

The Movement against Unemployment, Crime and Xenophobia (MCR) was locked out of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in Minsk on 26 March. The MCR had been preparing a march in solidarity with the protests in Europe and worldwide. The Ministry of Internal Affairs, however, was determined to prevent the march taking place.

The leadership of the MCR went to the Ministry of Internal Affairs before the march and asked to be given permission to march. The Ministry refused to give permission, and the MCR and its supporters marched peacefully. The Ministry of Internal Affairs then decided to block the march at the last minute.

Even after the Ministry of Internal Affairs refused to give permission to the MCR, the march continued. The Ministry of Internal Affairs tried to stop the march, but the MCR and its supporters continued to march. The Ministry of Internal Affairs then decided to use force to stop the march.

The Ministry of Internal Affairs used tear gas and batons to try to stop the MCR march. The MCR marchers fought back, and there were clashes between the MCR marchers and the Ministry of Internal Affairs. The Ministry of Internal Affairs used tear gas and batons to try to stop the MCR march.

To this end, the major victory for the MCR was that the Ministry of Internal Affairs failed to stop the march. The MCR marchers continued to march, and the Ministry of Internal Affairs was unable to stop them.

The MCR marchers continued to march, and the Ministry of Internal Affairs was unable to stop them.
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The MCR marchers continued to march, and the Ministry of Internal Affairs was unable to stop them.
UNITE AGAINST TERROR, RACISM AND WAR

■ No to racist scapegoating
■ Oppose the far right

Simon Carter

In the wake of the horrific Westminster terrorist attack, far-right groups are attempting to divide communities by stepping up their scapegoating of Muslims.

Far-right bigotry and racism is being assisted by divisive and counter-productive government anti-terrorism measures such as ‘Prevent’ which Tory prime minister Theresa May now wants to expand.

Prevent is clearly discriminatory as it largely targets people from Muslim backgrounds. Prevent pressures staff in public services, including teachers, to effectively act as government spies, stifling democratic debate on issues such as war, terrorism and racism.

Yet, according to police chiefs, the main growth in extremism is not far-right groups but that of far-right organisations and far-right websites. It was only ten months ago that a neo-Nazi shot and stabbed to death Labour MP Jo Cox.

Trump and Brexit

The election of billionaire bigot Donald Trump and his racist policies - such as a travel ban on six Muslim majority countries and building a 1,000-mile wall along the Mexican border to stop migrant workers - has fuelled race hatred and given confidence to far-right groups to go on the offensive, in the US and across the world.

In the UK there has also been a rise in racism and racist attacks on minorities and migrant workers in the run-up to and since the Brexit referendum.

Unfortunately, Jeremy Corbyn mistakenly supported a Remain position, allowing the anti-EU campaign to be dominated by right-wing Tory and Ukip xenophobes, like Trump-supporting Nigel Farage.

This is despite most working class people’s anger over the EU being about austerity and being economically left behind by capitalist globalisation.

It is also despite Corbyn’s long-held position (like the Socialist Party’s) of left opposition to the neoliberal EU.

Scapegoating minorities and migrant workers won’t reverse the massive government austerity cuts in services, such as education, the NHS, and public housing. Nor will it lead to new investment in industry and decent paying jobs.

These pressing social problems flow from the failure of the capitalist system - a system that exploits all workers for profit, increases wealth inequality, and which, since 2008, has been bailed out to the tune of trillions of pounds by successive governments.

---

Fightback

Millions of people worldwide have marched in recent months against Trump’s bigotry, in defence of the NHS, and against EU and Tory government racist policies over refugees.

The fight to defeat austerity is also a fight to stop racism and division in the working class.

We need unity and mass movements to roll back Tory government and capitalist attacks on our living standards, and to eradicate the conditions that breed terror - poverty, war, oppression and exploitation.

■ See pages 2&3 on Westminster attack
■ See socialiststudents.org.uk to join planned student walkouts in if Trump comes to Britain

■ See pages 2&3 on Westminster attack